
SF4-AH
Small Light Curtain

Industry’s smallest
Type 4 light curtain
for safeguard
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SERIES

Type 4

Compliant with international safety standards The highest standards of safety have now been achieved Reduced requirements for safety distance calculations

The SF4-AH series has surpassed the
most stringent international safety levels
and is compliant with the machinery
directive and OSHA / ANSI standards.
This series has been certified for usage in
any workplace around the world.

It uses two independent CPUs, which
mutually check the safety conditions.
High reliability safety design is realized
by incorporating dual circuits for signal
processing and output.
Fur ther, in order to ensure safety,
FMEA (Failure Mode & Effect Analysis)
has been used to prove safe operation.

As a high-speed 11 ms response has
been achieved, regardless of the
number of beam channels, the
calculation of safety distances for each
individual sensor is no longer
necessary. This high-speed response
simplifies the entire process of safety
distance calculation.
Increasing the safety distance
response speed allows the safe
distance between the danger areas
and the light curtain to be reduced,
thus allowing for miniaturization of the
equipment.

Industry’s smallest size�

The Type 4 achieves the smallest size
in the industry, thus contributing to
facility miniaturization.

The sensor unit continually performs self-
checking on its internal circuitry, its cable
integrity and even checks for interference from
extraneous light.
In the event of any fault or malfunction, the
sensor outputs the same signal (OFF signal)
as is produced during actual beam detection
operation.

• • • •
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Unaligned beam axes can be seen at a glance

The beam-axis alignment indicators are
distributed on the sensors in four sections. As
the indicators of the sections whose beams
are aligned light up in red, the user can easily
verify which beam axes have become aligned.
Once all beams have become aligned, the
indicators light up in green. Upon beginning
alignment, as soon as the bottommost or the
topmost beam axis (the standard beam axis)
becomes aligned, the corresponding
bottommost or topmost alignment indicator
light begins blinking red. Therefore, beam axes
can be easily aligned by performing the initial
beam axis alignment on either the bottommost
or the topmost beam axis, then rotating the
light curtain around the axis of this beam. The
beam-axis alignment indicators are provided
on both the emitter and the receiver, so that
you can see at a glance which beams are not
aligned.

This function allows the sensor to
recognize and reject interference from
instantaneous extraneous light emitted
from per ipheral equipment, thus
preventing malfunctions caused by a
variety of sources, including:other
sensor beams in the vicinity of the
operating sensor, beam spatter, AGV
and rotating light sources. By reducing
the number of malfunctions caused by
extraneous light, detection operations
will be interrupted less frequently,
resulting in substantial improvements
in work efficiency.

Mutual interference is reduced without
the need for interference prevention lines

Recognizes extraneous light and
prevents malfunctions

The ELCA (Extraneous Light Check &
Avoid) function enhances the mutual
interference prevention function.
ELCA decreases interference from
extraneous light having a similar frequency
as the light used by the SF4-AH series,
thereby also minimizing mutual interference
among nearby SF4-AH series sensor units.

The SF4-AH series is equipped with emitting light amount control
function which minimizes interference with peripheral sensors

Reducing the amount of light emitted
from the emitter minimizes the effects
of such emitted light on peripheral
equipment.
This function can be selected by
using the Handy-controller.( )

•

•

• •
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Track level 

Alignment of beam axes can be
accurately performed prior to power-up Reductions in total costs are possible by using series connections

By using the SF-LAT-2N laser alignment
tool, you can quickly and easily align beam
axes. The laser beam spot is easy to see,
even when light curtain units are installed
far apart. In addition, as the SF-LAT-2N
laser alignment tool is battery-operated,
beam axes can be aligned before
powering up the light curtain itself.

Using the optional serial connection cable, a maximum of 3 sets (a total of 128
beam channels) of sensors can be connected in series. Previously, separate
wiring was required for 3 sets of sensors. But now, wiring equivalent to that of only
one set is required, thus saving troublesome wiring and costs. Moreover, fewer
power connections are required, thus only one safety relay unit is needed,
reducing costs even further.

Mounting bracket enables easy beam-axis alignment Front protection cover protects the sensing surface Impact protection for the sensing surface

The beam-axis alignment is easy since
angle adjustment is possible with the
enclosed rear mounting bracket
(MS-SF2N-1). Alternatively, the side
mounting bracket (MS-SF2N-3) is also
available as an option.

Spatter protection for the sensing surface (for PNP output type)

The spatter protection hood type, now available, protects the sensing surface from
welding machine spatter. Moreover, a front protection cover that can be installed
within the sensor casing is also available, completely preventing spatter from
adhering to the sensing surface.
In addition, even though sensed objects may contact the sensor, the sensing
surface will be protected. The ELCA function implements all possible measures to
prevent malfunctions caused by spatter.

In the event that the SF4-AH series is
installed in a harsh environment, the use of
the front protection cover (FC-SF4A-H□,
optional) will protect the sensing surface
from damage.

A front protection unit is now available
that will prevent damage to the sensing
surface, due to impacts from objects
sensed (optional).

To control 
circuits

Up to 3 sets (a total of 128 beam
channels) can be connected in series

Series connection cables are available 
in lengths of up to 3 m 9.843 ft !

To control 
circuits
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Our SF-HC handy controller enables each setting to be performed by hand

Our product lineup now includes a Handy-controller that enables the user to select
a variety of settings.
Function settings can be easily performed by anyone.

• Any valid beam channels can be selected!  
The SF4-AH series now incorporates a
fixed blanking function.

Each function can be selected directly
by using only a 4-digit code (numeral)
in accordance with the code table.

The output configuration of the
auxiliary output can be changed.
The output is selectable from among
the following configurations: same
action as control output; reverse
action of control output; ON when
light is not being emitted (at time of
lockout); and OFF when light is not
being emitted (at time of lockout).

• Automatic blanking of beam channels!
The SF4-AH series now incorporates a
floating blanking function.

• A variety of other functions can be
selected

Control for amount of emitting light
This function reduces the amount of
emitting light. It is useful when the
effects from emitted light on other
equipment must be minimized.
(operating range 5 m 16.404 ft)

Monitoring function of settings details
This function allows the user to
confirm the details of each sensor
setting.

Protection function
This function locks the sensor using a
four-digit password. This function will
not allow changes to sensor function
settings unless the password is input,
thus preventing third parties from
accidentally changing the settings.

Copy function
Allows settings to be copied to other
sensors. If the same setting must be
input several t imes into different
sensors, this function will reduce the
time required for the inputting
settings.

The SF4-AH series is equipped with a
fixed blanking function that allows
specif ic beam channels to be
selectively blocked, without causing
the control output (OSSD) to output
the OFF signal. This function is
convenient for use with applications in
which certain fixed obstacles always
block specific beam channels.
Furthermore, this function provides
greater safety, as the control output
(OSSD) will automatically output the
OFF signal if the fixed obstacles are
subsequently removed from the
sensing area.

1, 2 or 3 non-specified beam channels
can be deactivated. If the number of
beam channels that are blocked is
less than or equal to the number of
preset beam channels, then the
control output (OSSD) will not output
the OFF signal. This function is useful
when the positions of obstacles within
the sensing area must be changed
during workpiece re-arrangement, or
when material must be thrown through
the light curtain’s sensing area.

• Each function can be directly
preset using numeric input!

• Code selection function

• Auxiliary output has selectable
output configuration
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The SF-AC safety relay unit especially made for the PNP output type light curtain is available

The SF-AC, an exclusive safety relay unit for the PNP output type light curtain, is also available. Safety will be enhanced even further.

• A connecting terminal blocks are not needed
As SF-AC incorporates a power supply terminals and synchronization lines
terminals for the light curtain, so terminal blocks are not required.

• Incorporates a 2-channel auxiliary output
SF-AC incorporates both an auxiliary output that operates together with the light
curtain’s control output (OSSD), and an alarm output that functions together with
the light curtain’s auxiliary output (non-safety output). These features allow for
monitoring of light curtain activity.

• Unexpected start due to start-switch welding prevented
The unit is equipped with a trailing edge switching function, which causes an ON
signal to be sent when the start-switch signal is falling. This prevents unexpected
starting which can occur if the start switch gets welded.

• Corresponds to up to Control Category 4
Can correspond to Control Category 4
through a combination with the SF4-AH
series / SF2-EH series as well as to
Control Category 2 through a combination
with the SF2-A series / SF2-N series.

• Installation time and labor can be
saved due to the usage of detachable
terminal blocks
As wiring can be performed with the
terminal blocks removed, it is not
necessary to detach the controller from
the control panel when performing
maintenance, thus reducing the number
of installation procedures required.
Also, when replacing the relay units,
you simply insert new terminals without
having to manipulate the wiring.

• Maintenance free
Equipped with a hybr id fuse that
enables recovery with only the
reintroduction of the power supply
making fuse replacement unnecessary.

• 10 ms high-speed response

• A contact point mechanical lifetime
of 10 million operations

We have realized the highest-class
response time, 10 ms, for the relay
output making for even more
enhanced safety.

Normal switching Trailing edge switching

Longer usage is possible due to the
long contact point lifetime.
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SF4-AH8
SF4-AH12
SF4-AH16
SF4-AH20
SF4-AH24
SF4-AH28
SF4-AH32
SF4-AH36
SF4-AH40
SF4-AH48
SF4-AH56
SF4-AH64
SF4-AH72
SF4-AH80
SF4-AH88
SF4-AH96
SF4-AH8-H
SF4-AH12-H
SF4-AH16-H
SF4-AH20-H
SF4-AH24-H
SF4-AH28-H
SF4-AH32-H
SF4-AH36-H
SF4-AH40-H
SF4-AH48-H
SF4-AH56-H
SF4-AH64-H
SF4-AH72-H
SF4-AH80-H
SF4-AH88-H
SF4-AH96-H

SF4-AH8-N
SF4-AH12-N
SF4-AH16-N
SF4-AH20-N
SF4-AH24-N
SF4-AH28-N
SF4-AH32-N
SF4-AH36-N
SF4-AH40-N
SF4-AH48-N
SF4-AH56-N
SF4-AH64-N
SF4-AH72-N
SF4-AH80-N
SF4-AH88-N
SF4-AH96-N

Type Appearance Number of
beam channels

Protective height
(mm in)(Note 2)

Model No.

NPN output PNP outputPNP output

ORDER GUIDE

Sensors
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0.3 to 7 m
0.984 to 22.966 ft

Notes: 1) The operating range is the possible setting distance between
the emitter and the receiver. The sensor can detect less than 
0.3 m 0.984 ft away.

Mating cable is not supplied with the sensor. Please order it separately.

Operating range
(Note 1)
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